
MY THOUGHTS ON THE ISSUE ESSAY

make the/my point, prove the/my point (= to prove that sthg is true by arguing about it The aim/purpose of this essay is
to answer a crucial question.

Come up with a thesis statement. Mark several citations that you can cite in your essay. The main body. Your
opinion has to be stated clearly and supported by reasons and the clear examples. Conscientious test-prep
should include a minimum of five practice Issue Essays. It should not only be convincing, it should be written
in grammatically correct English and must have a logical connectivity throughout the essay. This shows a lack
of your critical thinking skills and leads to low grades. Get creative, my young friend, and remember to speak
of your opinion and tell what you think! Each of the body paragraphs should take one of your reasons and
explain it in more detail, citing sources where necessary. You can find out that such conclusions belong to
certain researchers or that they have already been stated by rebels that oppose the established dogmas. What
dangers does this transformation pose to humanity? Stuck with homework? In any case, you will be sure that
you have your own position based on your own research and conclusions. Critical Thinking Essay Topics
When you need to pick a topic for a critical thinking essay on your own, it can be a daunting task. One thought
should lead to another. Step 3 - Conclusion To conclude your opinion essay, write a paragraph where you
restate your opinion using different words. Write about your opinion and try to explain why do we need a
hero. How has X transformed to Y? You should avoid introducing a new idea or apologizing for your views.
What is your own point of view about the topic? How would you like to improve your school? Are these
justifications adequate suitable, sufficient? Do the modern TV series exaggerate the importance of money for
the success of a person? What types of drug testing is common in companies?


